
Welcome to Paytrix.


Driving Traffic Module 
Driving traffic is usually where everyone struggles. Most 
affiliates lack the knowledge to keep consistent traffic levels 
going to make a campaign successful.


There are lot's of different ways to drive traffic but in this 
guide we are going to concentrate on the main three we 
have used. Those are:


1. Building a email list

2. Facebook ads

3. Social traffic


Building a Email List


There are many different ways to build a email list we are 
just going to touch on two in this guide.


1. Buying email direct

2. Solo offers


Buying email's direct is one of the better and quickest way 
to build a good solid email list. There are lots of companies 
online where you can do this from. But one of the better 
ones we use is


http://www.leadserveads.com/
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The great thing about this is they have a $25 free start up 
credit. So you can start growing your email list right away 
without any costs to you.


Normally we buy leads from here at forty cents so you 
should be able to get 60plus leads for free before you even 
need to start paying for them.


So join up its free. Then once you have done that here is 
how you get your campaign set.


Click create campaign and give your campaign a name.




Then create a new offer and choose the campaign you 
created.
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Choose when you want the campaign to start.
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Choose the category that you wish to use.




Then choose the target audience. I try and narrow these 
down by creating different campaigns for different 
audiences. IE just United States, just Canada etc
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Then choose what data you want to collect, for example if 
you just want their name and email. Tt will be a lot cheaper 
than trying to collect too much data.





Then choose your bid I would recommend going with what 
they suggest and setting a daily budget to start with.


Next you need to create your offer.


Add in a image 120 by 60.
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Create a headline and add some information about the 
offer. Also make sure you have a privacy policy or you can 
just use theirs.




Then hit save your offer will be reviewed and will go live on 
the date and time you specified.


But there is one thing you must do before the offer goes 
live.
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You must specify where you want your emails to be 
delivered you can have a direct csv file. But I would 
recommend having your email autoresponder linked up.




This means the leads as you get them will go direct into 
your email account. They will be there ready for you to start 
warming these emails. See more on this later.


You now have leads on auto pilot but as I say you need to 
warm these up to you. We will give you our campaign 
strategy for warming leads at the end of this section.


Solo Offers


Now these have had a lot of bad press. But they can work 
very well if you can warm the leads.


Solo offers work by you buying a place on someone else's 
list. So for example you would create a swipe and the 
owner of the list would send it out. You would pay for how 
many clicks you want. 
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The price range on these can vary widly. From 25 cents per 
click right up to $1.00 per click.


But depending on how good the list is and how good your 
optin is the cost per lead can be anything from 50 cents to 
2 dollars.


Here is how that works.


1. You buy 1000 clicks at $300 this means you are paying 
30 cents a click.

2. You optin form converts on average at 33%

3. Out of 1000 clicks you get 333 to optin.

4. This means on average you have paid 90 cents per lead.


There are lots of places that you can buy solo offers from. 
These are some of the places we have purchased from in 
the past.


https://soloadsx.com

http://www.10dollarsoloads.com

http://www.soloadmarketplace.com

https://www.clixli.com/buy

https://udimi.com

https://www.clickbank.com/products/e-business-e-
marketing/guaranteed-solo-ads/

https://www.igorsoloads.com

http://rocksolidtraffic.co


You can also find lots of places on Facebook where you 
can buy solo ads. There is a lot of groups dedicated to 
them.
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We will give you our campaign strategy for warming leads 
at the end of this section.


Facebook Ads


Driving traffic via Facebook ads to affiliate offers is a great 
strategy but one that you need to have a budget for and 
you also need to know your customer. Who are you hoping 
to target with your Facebook ads? 
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There are literally more than 2 billion people you can target 
on Facebook right now. You just need to find a certain 
group of people who will benefit the most from the affiliate 
offer. 


If you don’t know your customer, if you’re going to target 
just about anyone, it can lead to astronomical advertising 
costs for you. 


So before you start creating your ads, at least have an idea 
of who will be most interested in your affiliate offer.


In the beginning, expect to lose money while you optimize 
your ad sets. You can spend $5 on different adverts every 
day and see which one converts the best. You will do a lot 
of testing. 


Trial and error is the name of the game. But when you find 
the winner, you’re going to be winning big. And your $5/day 
budget is going to be a thing of the past. 
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You can see from some of our campaigns we are paying 
between 15p to 25p a click which is $0.20 to $0.35


Now this may seem quite expensive but you have to 
remember you are driving traffic direct to the bonus page 
and the affiliate offer.


The Facebook Ads Manager is your ad campaign command 
centre for all your Facebook ads, Instagram ads, or 
Audience Network ads.


It is where you go to create new ads, edit and manage your 
existing ads, view your ad reports, manage your Facebook 
pixel events, your billing info, and so much more. 


In addition to accessing your Ads Manager on a desktop 
computer, you can also access your ads using the official 
Facebook Ads Manager mobile app. 


You can download this on both Google Play Store and the 
Apple App Store for free. The mobile app allows you to: 


Create new ads 
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Track your ads performance 

Edit and manage current ads 

Edit ad budgets and schedules 

Receive push notifications 


It’s important to mention here that with Ads Manager, you 
can only manage 1 ad account. If you want to manage 
more than 1 ad account, you will need to create a 
Facebook Business Manager account. 


So if you have clients or you need to keep your ad accounts 
separate (like one ad account for each business), then you 
need the Facebook Business Manager. 


We would always suggest setting up a Facebook business 
account.


The one way that we would suggest in keeping costs down 
and getting the best returns on any ad investments is 
creating a Facebook page for your business.


The page needs to be branded for your affiliate offers.


Something like Your Name Best Affiliate Reviews etc.


You then need to drive likes to the page which are much 
cheaper than actual clicks to an ad. You can usually drive 
clicks to your page for less than $0.10 But all the time you 
are driving likes you have an audience to push your affiliate 
offers to.
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Every time you do a review of a product make sure you add 
the video to the Facebook page and link direct to your 
bonus page.


Then what you need to do is boost the post to your 
Facebook audience.

    

Boosted posts are quite literally published posts on your 
Facebook page that you boost or promote to your followers 
or another target audience. 


A few years ago, posts published on a fan page were 
immediately seen by people who liked and followed that 
page. This lead to a lot of free organic traffic and 
engagement levels were very good (think 80-90% of fans 
engaging with every post!). However, in recent years, 
organic reach has been declining steadily. 


In fact, many page owners are reporting that their organic 
engagement has plummeted to 1-5% per post! This 
basically means that if you have 10,000 followers, only a 
few hundred people will see your post. If you have a million 
followers, a few thousand people will see your post and 
engage with it. 


This is why page likes are mainly a vanity metric nowadays. 
It looks good on your page but if only a small percentage of 
your fans see your posts, then why bother paying for page 
likes? 


If you want to increase the chances of your followers seeing 
your all-important post, then you should consider boosting 
your post instead. 
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If you take a look at this example you can see we achieved 
512 clicks for less than $20 which turned into over $700 in 
affiliate commissions.


To boost a post please click on the boost a post on the 
post you wish to boost
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A new window will then open
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First set the objective I would suggest Engagement: 
reactions, comments and shares


Add a button to the post Learn More works well for our 
boosted posts


Choose the audience that you wish to use. You can just 
select people who have liked your page.


The just choose budget and duration and your post will be 
boosted. 


Social Traffic


Social traffic is the easiest way to build traffic to your 
affiliate offers and your bonus pages.


But this is the most time consuming and the one you need 
to put the most amount of effort into.


It would take multiple guides to cover each network that we 
use in depth so what we are going to do is cover each that 
we use. And give you a over view of each network.


Each network is listed in order of the traffic they send and 
how well they do with affiliate offers.
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Make sure when you create your blog and affiliate hub that 
you link each of the networks up to your blog.





Facebook


Facebook is the first network everyone use's to start to 
drive traffic to affiliate offers. 
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But one mistake they do make is they use their own 
personal page rather than creating a business page.


Using a fan page for you affiliate offers keeps your business 
separate from your personal.


By using the ads method above and boosting posts you will 
drive traffic to your fan page. Once you start paying for 
small amounts of traffic your page will also grow 
organically.


Pinterest


Pinterest is an easy network to build traffic from and it is 
one that is often overlooked.
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As with Pinterest lots of people make the mistake of using a 
personal account rather than a business account.


Here is what step by step you should do when first setting 
up your Pinterest account.


Create your Pinterest account but make sure you make the 
account for business
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